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Dear friends, 

In the last newsletter I promised to introduce you to the young people who were accepted for this year’s internships. 
We hope you’ll be encouraged to know that, Lord willing, these will soon be our country’s newest, best-trained 
pro-life advocates. We look forward to a summer of sharing truth and love on Canadian streets!
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That's not all. The core team has also grown by five full-time staffers!

Janelle Oosterhoff learned about CCBR through her local pro-life group and joined for the two-month internship 
in the summers of 2016 and 2017. In 2018 she travelled with the community support internship through western 
Canada. Janelle has started working as CCBR’s western outreach assistant. 

Loretta Slomp is a long-time friend of CCBR who joined activism for the first time in 2011 and has remained 
involved since. She brings a wealth of experience in business, marketing, and charitable work to her new role as 
fundraising coordinator.

Vanessa Otten first heard a CCBR presentation in high school. She began volunteering in 2013, became a vital 
member of Niagara Against Abortion, and was a CCBR summer intern in 2017 and 2018. Vanessa is part of the 
travelling internship in the west this summer, after which she joins staff in Toronto. 

Samuel Sey interned with CCBR last year. At the beginning of that summer, he made a goal to change 30 
people’s mind on abortion. At the end of four months, Sam had changed at least 73 people’s minds. He applied 
to join full-time and is CCBR’s new community liaison in Toronto. 
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Hannah Sikkema became convinced of CCBR’s strategy after joining us in Florida in 2017. In 2018 she joined 
summer interns as a volunteer and participated in the Crash Course. Hannah comes to us from ARPA Canada 
and we are grateful for her experience as she strengthens the administrative department.

►From l. to r.
Janelle, 
Loretta,
Vanessa,
Sam, and
Hannah

International outreach 

I just returned from a short trip to the Netherlands for a total of nine talks. Communications director Jonathon Van 
Maren also had the opportunity of speaking and networking across Europe. Jonathon met with pro-life groups in 

Austria, Switzerland, and the Netherlands to promote CCBR’s strategy and 
exchange ideas. (For more on this, see www.thebridgehead.ca.) CCBR 
staff have also been speaking at churches, high schools, and Right to Life 
groups across the country, and activism continues on a regular basis. 

Cam Côté: “I spoke to three students who said that they supported 
abortion. We talked about how in Canada, abortion is legal until birth, and 
they very quickly expressed their disgust, saying that it should only be 
allowed until the child had a brain. We talked more about when human life 
begins and whether all humans should get human rights, and by the end 
of the conversation all three of them were against abortion.”

◄ Cam during activism with the Vancouver Initiative

You’re invited!

For the past few years, we’ve offered two separate crash courses to provide the specific training that pro-lifers 
are asking for. I'm glad to say this is happening again!

From May 23rd to 25th, the Calgary office is hosting a fantastic Community Leadership Crash Course, designed 
for those already involved in pro-life organizations or wanting to take a leadership role in ending abortion in their 
community. From July 11th to 13th, the Ontario offices are collaborating with Toronto Right to Life to provide the 
high-caliber Toronto Crash Course for individuals wanting to become fully equipped as pro-life activists. Please 
see the insert for more details and how to apply. 

#NotAnother50

Did you know that this year marks 50 years since abortion became legal in Canada? It is our goal to do everything 
to stop this from overshadowing the next 50 years. For that reason, we’ve launched the #NotAnother50 campaign. 
As you look at each face on these pages, know that these young people are doing everything they can to keep 
future generations from being killed by abortion. They represent the courage and compassion that the pro-life 
movement stands for. Will you support them? 

One major way you can help save babies is through financial support. Each summer intern position costs $7,000. 
We still need to raise $100,000 for this project. Any amount that you can give, whether $10, $100, $1,000 or 
$10,000 will be a vital part of changing minds and saving lives! Please check out the fundraising campaign 
with live updates at www.endthekilling.wonderwe.com.  

Many of you generously responded to our request in the last newsletter, which we are so thankful for. You are an 
incredible encouragement to us in this work.

On behalf of a growing team,

Maaike Rosendal

P.S. ∙ On April 27th, our colleague Cana Donovan married José Méndez Campos, with 
many of us present at this joyous occasion in Toronto. José and Cana are settling in B.C., 
where she’ll be CCBR’s first full-time staffer with our Vancouver Initiative.

∙ Our administrator Caroline Slingerland recently received the devastating news that 
her mom has incurable stage 4 colon cancer. It is yet unclear what, if any, treatment will 
be pursued. Please remember Caroline and her family in prayer.






